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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Whole language is referred to frequently in the field 
of educations as an approach that teaches reading and 
writing as a holistic activity. Through this approach,
reading and writing are treated as an integrated behavior
that are never broken into separate skills. The emphasis is 
always on meaning, and materials are expected to be real and 
relevant (Goodman, 1989). "Children learn to read by 
reading and to write by writing, rather than by using 
materials and instruction which turn language into an 
abstraction and thus destroying it" (Burchby, 1988, p. 118).
Many teachers are moving to a whole language approach 
to literacy and placing less emphasis on basal texts
(Westby, 1990). In whole language classrooms, students are
surrounded with and exposed to literature. Children’s
literature is seen as an important source for instruction 
(Cullinan, 1987). "Any single wonderful text can teach
children about dialogue, language, drama, detail, and
everything else there is to learn from literature (Calkins, 
1994, p. S78). Through daily choices of reading materials 
and writing topics, students play a significant role in
shaping their own learning. The curriculum, therefore, is
primarily learner centered and driven by a view of children
as active language learners (Dahl, 1995).
Researchers (Hoffman, Rosen, & Farest, 19885 Morrow,
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O’Conner, & Smith, 1990) have confirmed the importance of 
providing children with daily opportunities to experience 
literature in active and pleasurable ways. Some of these
experiences are as follows: reading and telling stories to
children! dealing with stories through literal,
interpretive, and critical discussions; integrating
literature into thematic units being studied; having
children share books they have read; responding to
literature through writing; and, participating in
independent reading and writing periods.
With literature becoming an important aspect of whole
language classrooms, this author would like to investigate
how reading literature and writing are connected.
Researchers (Boutwell, 1983; Calkins, 1983; Manning, 1992)
have found that the reading and writing connection is a
reciprocal one. Reading skills improve when students write 
and read, and writing skills improve as students write and 
read. Exploring how reading literature will impact
students’ writing, will be the primary focus of this study.
OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study is to determine if students’ 
writing performances can be positively affected by a reading 
and writing program that incorporates quality literature 
with analysis and writing activities. This study will seek 
to determine what impact a quality literature and writing 
program has on: (1) students’ ability to create original
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written stories with well formed story structures; (b)
students’ ability to write in different genres; and (c)
students’ ability to use quality literature as a model for
their writing.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Researchers (Meyer, L. A. & Wordrop, U. L., 199A) have 
proposed at least four benefits of reading literature to 
children. First, exposure to literature will help develop 
children’s knowledge of word meanings and their ability to 
comprehend more complex grammatical forms. Second, children
learn new word meanings from exposure to literature. Third,
children will directly learn print-related skills through
exposure to literature. Finally, sharing literature with
children makes them more interested in reading.
These benefits, as explained, do not address the
performance of students’ writing who are exposed to quality
literature with the performance of students who are not. 
Therefore, several questions emerged: (1) Do students
become aware of the potential connections between what they 
are listening to (quality literature) and what they write?; 
(2) When students gain experience in the written forms of 
the English language through listening to literature, will 
they apply this to their writing?; (3) Will students use 
quality literature as models for their writing?; and (A) How 
will students’ writings who are exposed to quality
literature compare with students’ writing who are not
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exposed to quality literature? This author feels that a
comparative group study would be beneficial in answering
these questions.
HYPOTHESIS
Those students who receive writing instruction using a
literature-based approach will demonstrate greater writing
achievement than those who do not. Writing achievement will
be evaluated holistically on a scale one through four. One
being the lowest and four being the highest.
DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this study, the following
definitions will be used:
HOLISTIC EVALUATION: "Holistic evaluation is concerned
with an overall impression of how well a writer communicates
ideas in response to a particular task" (Greenhalgh &
Townshend, 1981, p. 811).
LITERATURE: The genre of fantasy which includes old
and new fairy tales.
LITERATURE BASED INSTRUCTION: Students in the
experimental group will listen to literature as part of the
instruction for writing.
WRITING ACHIEVEMENT: The growth the
demonstrate between the pretest and posttest.
achievement will be evaluated holistically on a
through four. One being the lowest and four
sub jects
Wr i t ing
scale one
being the
highest.
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VARIABLES
Independent variable will be:
The type of writing instruction the subjects will
participate in (literature based and non-literature based
instruct ion) .
Dependent variable will be:
The students’ writing achievement based on holistic
evaluation.
LIMITATIONS
For the purpose of this study? the following
limitations should be considered:
(1) Forty subjects will be drawn from only one
suburban elementary school making it a convenience sample.
(2) Prior exposure to quality literature is unknown.
(3) Researcher is implementing the treatment. This
researcher will conduct writing lessons with experimental
and control groups. Some researchers may feel this may
cause a biased experiment.
(4> Time Frame - Some students "turn off” toward the
end of the school year may not provide a representative
sample of their writing achievement.
(5) Inter relater reliability - Two different raters
will evaluate the pretests and posttests. The raters will
not know what score each rater has given on any given
writing sample.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Many teachers and researchers recognize the natural
connection between reading and writing? realizing the need
for students to read like writers (Smith, 1983). "Reading
and writing should function as an integral part of every day
activities, rather than a separate instructiona1 component
(Strickland & Morrow? 1989). When students read and/or
listen to a variety of stories, they learn how different
authors have developed plots, characters? themes, points of
view? and settings (Rogers & Ryan, 1980).
Calkins (1983) found in her study of children’s writing
that she could not ignore reading in the writing classroom.
Children read and reread when they wrote. They read and
reread when they shared their writing. They read when they
enjoyed good literature and learned about how authors do
good writing. Calkins (1983) found that the children used
reading skills like selecting the main idea, organizing
supporting details, discovering cause-effect relationships,
and drawing conclusions when they were reading. In
addition, listening to their teacher read aloud to the class
from trade books helped children remember past experiences
or ideas that they used for writing material. Listening
helped to establish the background schema children needed to
begin to write.
Students need insight from good models before they
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begin to write. "One simple way many teachers have found 
successful is to expose students to literature that emulates 
good reading and writing techniques" (Ingham & Samuels? 
1986? p. 7). " When students learn to listen through an
author’s words to the story? they learn the way of listening
that is essential to writing" (Calkins? 1994? p. 856). 
"Becoming an author comes naturally from immersion in 
children’s literature and being given a strong sense of 
being a writer. As these two aspects of a whole language
classroom grow? children will begin producing materials they 
want to publish or share" (Burchby? 1988? p. 181). 
"Reading-writing connections begin when we help our children 
fall in love with a single poem? a book? an essay" (Calkins?
1994, p. 875).
"The key to successful writing is rich experience? and 
literature is incredibly rich. Just as it "feeds" the 
writing of adults in many different ways? so too can it feed 
children’s writing" (Martinez & Nash? 1995? p. 819). A
number of different studies have been conducted that look at
how sharing and reading literature are connected with 
writing.
Carini’s (1979) research and Camerson’s (1986)
classroom observations have demonstrated that elementary 
school age children explore ideas about family? friendship? 
war? peace? prejudice? love? and existence as they read and 
write stories. "In all these cases? meaning is generated as
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a result of enjoyment with stories" (Franklin, 1988? p.
18^). "When children create their own stories and when they
respond to published stories in personal ways, they are
expressing who they are" (Franklin, 1988, p. 18^+).
Bearse (1992) conducted a genre study of fairy tales
with a colleague’s third grade class at a suburban
elementary school. Twenty-one third graders were drawn from
heterogenous and economically diverse populations that
included disadvantaged to upper middle class students whose
reading levels ranged from second to sixth grade. After
four weeks of studying fairy tales, Bearse (1992) asked the
students to write one. After the students had written their
fairy tales, Bearse (1992) gave them a questionnaire to
discover if students were consciously incorporating specific
fairy tale elements into their stories. The five following
questions were asked: (1) Did you think of specific stories
when you were writing your fairy tale?, (2) Give me an
example. What was the name of the story you remembered?;
(3) What details in your story were like other stories you
remembered?; (*t) Were your characters like other
characters you had read about?; and (5) Did your story have
a similar ending? From this questionnaire, Bearse (1992)
concluded that sixty-one percent of the students made
conscious connections to fairy tale stories they had read or
heard.
In addition, Bearse (1992) examined each of the
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children’s stories for fairy tale elements and language. 
One interesting finding was that four students were able to 
synthesize several fairy tales into their writing. All of
the students had internalized the cadences, rhythms, and
particular phrase characteristics of fairy tales that the
students read and/or listened too. All of the third graders 
were expert language users; they had assimilated fairy tales 
and, both consciously and unconsciously had transferred
their literacy knowledge into their own stories. Bearse 
(1992) found that students’ writing reflected the particular 
language of the genre they were reading. "As students read 
fairy tales, fiction, poetry, plays, or nonfiction, it is 
important that teachers highlight each genre’s particular 
writing style. Only then will students maximize their 
ability to transfer literary details into their own writing. 
Secondly, students need to be reading and hearing literature 
beyond their assigned reading program" (Bearse, 1992, 69A). 
"Students are consciously and unconsciously absorbing the 
literary details of the stories they hear and read, and they 
are using these stories as models when they write" (Bearse, 
1992, p. 694).
Sipe (1993) also used fairy tales when he conducted
his study with six-grade students. He went into Audrey
Jane’s classroom in an elementary schoo1. Like Bearse
(1992), he observed how students made reading and writing
connections after being immersed with fairy tale literature.
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modeling, andSipe (1993) felt that the reading»
discussion were valuable in themselves, they also broadened
the students’ choices and sharpened their thoughts for their
own writing. One student summarized it best: "All the
things we did helped me to know how writers think about
stories. I finally feel like a writer" (Sipe, 1992, p. 24).
Instead of focusing on fairy tales, Comstock (1992)
conducted a case study of poetry writing in a fifth grade 
classroom. This study was conducted for six weeks and
provided the students with daily opportunities to read and
write poetry.
The qualitative findings indicated: first, the
students’ poetry changed to reflect the styles of other
members of the poetry group, as well as the styles of the
published poetry being read in and out of the group. One
student stated, "I think it was fun listening to other 
peoples’ poems and learning different writing styles. 
Learning how to write a different style poem that we hadn’t
experienced was fun" (Comstock, 1992, p. 267).
Another finding suggested that the students often
incorporated other poets’ techniques which were described by 
the teacher during group discussions. The Comstock (1992) 
study demonstrates the value of exposure to a wide range of 
poetry, of discussion of technique as it relates to
students’ interests, and of composition of poetry based on
the need to write for one’s own purposes. "These students
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were able to find their own way to poetry in a supportive
environment that was conducive to such activities and made
expertise available to them on request” (Comstock, 1992, p.
26) -
Taberski (1987) used her own classroom to help students
understand the qualities of good fiction and incorporate
them in their own writing. Through researching the
qualities of good fiction and how to help students integrate
these qualities into their own writing, Taberski (1997)
arrived at the following strategies to help students make
the reading and writing connection: (1) emphasizing the
value of topic selection when writing fiction; (2) using
literature to teach fiction writing; (3) emphasizing the
value of having the main character change or solve a
problem; () maintaining that stories should be reality
based, or grounded in the writer’s own experiences; and (5)
encouraging the students to research their fiction pieces.
"Literature is an invaluable tool to help children write
better fiction" (Taberski, 1987, p. 588). During the months
Taberski (1987) conducted her research, she enveloped the
students with quality literature by reading to them daily.
The books most frequently shared were picture books.
Students needed to know what good literature looks and
sounds like. Literature became a model for their writing.
When asked about how the literature helped them with their
writing, students wrote: "It gives you ideas to write in
1 1
your fiction stories and sometimes when I read? I begin to
think about writing something like it.”; "I see styles of
writing by reading. I get to pick out which ones I like
best.”; ”1 get ideas from books.”; “It helps me see how
other people write fiction.”; “You can get a model from it
and then write your own ideas” (Taberski, 1987, p. 595).
Avery (1993) also used literature as models to help her
students’ fiction writing flourish. Literature was used to
address the qualities of good fiction writing. "Teachers
need to help students develop the craft of fiction writing,
and one of the most effective ways we can do this is by
pointing out techniques that professional writers use”
(Avery, 1993, p. 18).
To help foster the reading and writing connection,
Avery (1993) suggests that teachers should provide models
for good writing. Teachers should read aloud to students
every day. "On the first reading, focus on the students’
responses to the story and what they think it means. On
rereading the story, discuss the characteristics of the
author’s crafts and use those points in a mini-lesson on
writing fiction” (Avery, 1993, p. 18).
Instead of focusing on different genres of literature,
Au (1992) looked at the features of teacher-guided
discussions of literature that led elementary students
toward constructing a theme for a story. A theme is the
vision readers gain of the author’s understanding of the
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human condition (Sutherland & Arthbuthnot, 1990). A wide
exposure to literature makes a substantial contribution to
children’s understanding of themes (Lehr, 1908).
Au (1992) followed a teacher and a reading group of 
seven students through four days of lessons. The seven 
students were all of Hawaiian ancestry and were reading at
grade level. Each lesson was about twenty to twenty-five
minutes long and focused on story-related writing
assignments. Each lesson was also videotaped.
After viewing all four video tapes, Au (199S) concluded
that teachers of middle grade students will probably want to
involve them in discussions of the themes they see in
literature. "Such discussions appear to enhance the
students’ ability to construct themes for stories" (Au, 
199S, p. 110). Because the students had participated in
discussions of story themes on a regular bases, they had
learned how to express their own opinions about the
students’ ideas, students learn to construct themes they
find personally meaningful. Through constructing their own
themes, students seem to understand and appreciate
literature on their own terms, not just the teacher’s terms"
(Au, 1990, p. 110).
Beuchat (199A), an author, discussed her visits to
schools to talk to students, mainly seven, eight, and nine 
years old, emphasizing the importance of students learning 
about the authors whose works they read and enjoy. She
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about authorsrecommends telling students anecdotes 
personal lives before introducing them to their books. "The 
narration of an author’s biography becomes a stimulating
factor" (Beuchat, 1994, p. 314).
"A child’s first creative experience with language 
requires the support and approval of parents) teachers, or 
writers if it is to have a long lasting effect. In this
manner, both in the classroom and at home, children will
discover the pleasures of reading and the enjoyment of
writing a text that, no matter how brief or simple, is one’s
own work and achievement" (Beuchat, 1994, p. 314). When
students’ writing is valued and the curriculum provides 
space for self-fulfillment through creative writing, they 
have a better chance of becoming adults who express
themselves through writing (Beuchat, 1994).
Beuchat’s (1994) advice is to read to students; read
to them extensively; and to help them expand their 
knowledge about literature. "If students are familiar with 
and able to comprehend literature, there is a chance they
will relate it to what they write; if they are immersed in
literature and allowed to comment, question and reflect on 
it, then there will be a good bases from which to begin to
write" (Stewig, 1980, p.9).
Mills (1974) conducted a four year longitudinal study 
with fourth grade students. This study focused on using 
children’s literature to teach composition. Mills (1974)
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reported that children who read and/or listened to and then
discussed children’s literature as a springboard to writing
scored significantly higher in their writing than the
control group that did not use children’s literature as a
springboard for writing activities. Writing was measured by
a composition rating scale as well as by tests of
capitalization, punctuation and total language usage from
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
The studies discussed so far have focused on students
in the elementary grades. The following study, however,
examines the writing of Justin, a four year old child.
Danielson (1992) worked with Justin twice a month for ten
months in Justin’s home so that he would be in a non­
threatening, natural environment. At each meeting,
Danielson (1992) read a children’s book to Justin, and
Justin then wrote anything that he wanted about the book.
The observations of Justin helped Danielson (1992) see three
ways to view early writing: uses for writing, concepts and
principles of early writing, and demonstrations of
engagement with children’s books.
Knipping and Andre (1988) described ways in which young
children show their engagement or personal involvement with
literature: (1) noticing illustrations; (2) making
connections between books; (3) connecting life experiences
with literature; (^) noticing patterns in illustrations or
language; (5) noticing print conventions; and (6) making
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i nferences. Danielson (1992) observed all of these
engagements in Justin’s writing.
Justin’s writing exhibited qualities of establishing
real uses for writing and demonstrating engagement with
children’s literature. The concepts or principles most
often found in early writing were also found in Justin’s
writing. "His writing displayed his growing knowledge of
language and his enthusiasm for books, words, and art"
(Danielson? 1992? p. 279). Young children’s writing will
flourish in literacy-rich environments. Surrounded by
books? writing materials? and other readers and writers?
children see the need for reading and writing (Danielson?
1992).
Calkins (1994) discusses how teachers need to
bring powerful literature into the classrooms and to do
everything possible to invite children to live and write
inside literature. "It begins with believing that the books
we read aloud will change everything in the classroom
community. When our children pull close around text? when
we read until our eyes shine with tears and we are silenced
in the presence of the deepest parts of our lives? it shakes
the ground that we and our students stand on as writers and
as people" (Calkins? 1994? p. 252).
Routman (1988) also discusses the importance of
incorporating literature with classroom activities. Routman
(1988? p. 94) feels "that there is no question that the way
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children use language in their daily writing is greatly 
influenced by the many stories and poems they hear and read 
daily". The language of literature) with its imagery and 
phrasing) serves as a wonderful model and springboard for 
children’s writing. Literature shared helps writers 
internalize the story line and reuse it to suit their own 
purposes. "They try out speech marks when they need
conversation; they experiment with periods and exclamation 
marks to make the meaning clearer; and most children begin 
to use capital letters and periods with some accuracy. They 
write chapter stories) include dedication and author pages) 
table of contents) and they incorporate illustrations in 
various media" <Routmant 1988) p. 94).
It is becoming more and more evident that reading and 
writing influence each other directly (Ingham) & Samuels> 
1986). "Students grow as writers as they evaluate what they 
are doing by comparison with how things are done by more 
experienced writers" (Smith) 1983) p. 567). " Literature
that is heard as well as literature read provides the
exposure for comparison and for development of both reading 
and writing skills" (Ingham & Samuels> 1986) p. 9).
Whole language literacy learning fulfills and empowers 
students. "They develop ownership of words and ideas. They 
realize that what they read has meaning and is useful for 
learning. They learn that they have the power to write) to 
give permanence to their ideas. They learn to use the
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written word to increase their knowledge? from their own
opinions? and express themselves" (Burchby? 1988? p. 21).
SUMMARY
The studies cited have addressed the importance of
reading literature in the writing classroom. Benefits from
reading literature to students were discussed in qualitative
findings. The researchers gave many suggestions to
educators on how to incorporate literature with writing
ac t i v i t i es.
Some of the researchers focused their studies on
different genres of literature? for example? picture books?
fairy tales? fiction? and poetry. These studies revealed
that students’ writings reflect the particular genre that
they were studying. Other researchers looked at how
students construct a plot for a story after discussing the
literature that was shared.
While the research discussed is valuable to educators?
a comparative group study between performance of students’
writing exposed to high quality literature and students who
are not exposed to high quality literature before writing
activities could be of assistance to educators. This
information will help teachers plan meaningful writing
activities for their students.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
PROCEDURES
The target population for this study is second grade 
students. The accessible population are students from a
suburban elementary school in the Dayton, Ohio area. The
economic status of the population is low.
At the beginning of the school year, students who were 
entering second grade at a suburban elementary school were 
randomly assigned to five different second grade classrooms. 
This researcher used two of the second grade classrooms to
conduct this study. Each intact classroom contains twenty
students. These forty students represent the sample for
this study.
The intact classrooms were randomly selected. One
classroom of second grade students serves as the control
group and the other classroom of second grade students
serves as the experimental group. All of the students in
each of these identified classrooms participated in this
study and became the subjects of the research with the
permission of the principal (Appendix A).
DESIGN
The research design is a quasi experimental group
comparison. The comparison groups were:
(a) Subjects who were given the opportunity to use
literature as a model for writing activities (Experimental).
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(b) Subjects who were not given the opportunity to use
literature as a model for writing activities (Control).
At the beginning of this study, each group was given a
pretest. For the pretest, the subjects were asked to write
a fairy tale story. After the pretest was completed, both
groups participated in four writing activities. The writing
activities took four weeks to complete. The subjects worked
on the writing activities for thirty minutes four days out
of the week. The four writing activities are described as
fo1 lows:
(1) All subjects discussed how fairy tale stories have
different characters. The subjects described characters’
names, characteristicsj and what the characters did from
different fairy tale stories with which the subjects were
familiar. After the twenty minute discussion, only the
experimental group listened to The True Story of The Three
Little Pigs by Jon Scieszka. The experimental group
discussed the characters in the story and how the author
described and portrayed them.
(2) The subjects discussed how fairy tale stories have
different settings. The subjects described settings and how
places looked from different fairy tale stories with which
the subjects were familiar. After the twenty minute
discussion, only the experimental group listened to
Goldilocks and The Three Bears by James Marshall. The
experimental group discussed the setting in the story and
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how the author described the setting.
<3) The subjects discussed how fairy tale stories have
different plots. Both groups discussed the plots in The
Three Little Pigs and Goldilocks and The Three Bears. These
two stories were selected because it was assumed that all
subjects were fimiliar with these two fairy tale stories.
After the twenty minute discussion, only the experimental
group listened to Jack and The Beanstalk by Steven Kellogg.
The experimental group discussed the plot in the story. The
main focus of conversation was on Jack and the Giant and
what they did during the fairy tale story.
<^> The subjects discussed how stories have a
beginning^ middle, and end. Both groups discussed what took
place in the beginning, middle, and end in The Three Little
Pigs, and Goldilocks and The Three Bears. These two stories
were selected because it was assumed that all subjects were
familiar with these two fairy tale stories. After the
twenty minute discussion, only the experimental group
listened to Cinderella by Barbara Karlin. The experimental
group discussed what happened in the beginning, middle, and
end in Cinderella.
At the conclusion of these writing activities, the
subjects completed a posttest. For the posttest, the
subjects were asked to write a fairy tale story of their
own. The pretest and the posttest was used to evaluate the
students’ writing achievement.
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INSTRUNENTATION
To evaluate and score the pretests and posttests, a
holistic evaluation was used. Holistic evaluation is based
on the idea that the whole composition is greater than its
components, that no component may be judged apart from the
whole, and that all components should be judged
simultaneously. The term holistic derives from whole.
Holistic scoring, therefore, involves reading and scoring a
paper on the total effect of the first impression (Najimy,
1981).
The following rubric was developed by the English
Composition Competency Committee for the local school
d i str ic 12
CRITERIA FOR WRITING SAMPLE EVALUATION - HOLISTIC
Papers will be ranked from one to four (One being the lowest
and four being the highest).
CRITERIA FOR A ONE PAPER
I. Written Expression
a. Does not completely address a topic.
b. Not easily understood.
II. Mechanics
Gross mechanical and spelling errors that interfere
with reading. The writing is not competent.
CRITERIA FOR A TWO PAPER
I. Written Expression
a. Generally addresses, but may not completely develop
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a top i c .
b . Sentences are complete but simple.
c . Has sequence.
d . Is easily understood.
11. Mechanics
Has mechanical and spelling errors which do not
interfere with clarity. This writing meets minimum
standards of competence.
CRITERIA FOR A THREE PAPER
I. Written Expression
a. Develops topic.
b . Logical sequence is strongly evident.
c . Uses appropriate supporting details.
d. Shows creativity and originality.
e. Uses varied and appropriate vocabulary.
11. Mechanics
Limited mechanical and spelling errors. This writing
is competent.
CRITERIA FOR A FOUR PAPER
Meets all criteria for a three paper plus most of the
fo1 lowing:
a. Sustained excellence in development of topic.
b . Richness of expression.
c . High level vocabulary.
d . Varied and complex sentences.
e. Outstanding creativity and originality.
E3
This writing is exceptional.
TIME FACTORS
PHASE 1 - The pretest wase given to each group. Each
group was given one hour to complete the writing assignment.
PHASE 2 - Each group received a twenty minute lesson on
an assigned writing assignment. There were four lessons.
PHASE 3 - After each lesson, each group completed an
assigned writing activity. There were four writing
act ivi t ies.
PHASE 4- - A posttest was given to each group. Each
group had two hours to complete the writing assignment.
Phase one, two, three, and four took five weeks to
complete.
DATA ANALYSIS
This researcher used descriptive statistics to report
its findings. Each subject’s writing sample was evaluated
holistically on a scale one through four. One being the
lowest and four being the highest. There were two trained
raters to score the pretests and the posttests. The
researcher described holistic evaluation and the rubric to
the two raters.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Quantitative and qualitative findings are discussed
from this comparative group study.
QUANTITATIVE FINDINGS
After two raters holistically evaluated all writing
samples} not knowing which writing samples were pretests and
posttests and which writing samples belonged to the
experimental and control groups, the data was collected and
analyzed. The raters scored the writing samples on a scale
one through four, one being the lowest score and four being
the highest score.
On the pretest, rater one gave the experimental group
a mean score of 1.85 and rater two gave a mean score of 1.9.
On the pretest, rater one gave the control group a mean
score of 1.9 and rater two gave a mean score of 1.7. These
scores represent the average of all twenty subjects in the
experimental group and all twenty subjects in the control
group.
On the posttest, rater one gave the experimental group
a mean score of 2.6 and rater two gave a mean score of 2.85.
On the posttest, rater one gave the control group a mean
score of 2.3 and rater two gave a mean score of 2.25. These
scores represent the average of all twenty subjects in the
experimental group and all twenty subjects in the control
group .
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Both the experimental and control groups demonstrated
growth in their writingj but the experimental group achieved
a slightly higher writing achievement growth than the
control group based on the mean scores. Rater one’s scores
show that the experimental group gained .75 points and rater
two’s scores show that the experimental group gained .95 on
the p&sttest. Rater one’s scores show that the control group
gained .40 points and, rater two’s scores show that the
control group gained .55 on the posttest. These scores are 
charted on table one and two on page 26 and 27. Rater
one’s scores show that fifteen subjects in the experimental 
group gained one point higher on the holistic evaluation
scale. The other five subjects received the same score on
the posttest as they did on the pretest.
Rater two’s scores show that seventeen subjects in the
experimental group gained one point higher on the holistic
evaluation scale. The other five subjects received the same
score on the posttest as they did on the pretest.
Rater one’s scores show that nine subjects in the
control group gained one point higher on the holistic
evaluation scale. The other eleven subjects received the
same score on the posttest as they did on the pretest.
Rater two’s scores show that twelve subjects in the
control group gained one point higher on the holistic
evaluation scale. The other eight subjects received the
same score on the posttest as they did on the pretest. The
26
subjects in both the experimental and control groups did not
show any negative scores.
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TABLE ONE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Holistic Evaluation
Pretest Posttest
Rater 1 and Rater 2 Rater 1 and Rater
Sub ject 1 2 3 3
Sub ject 2 2 2 3 3
Sub ject 3 3 3 4
Sub ject 1 1 2 3
Sub ject 5 2 2 3 3
Sub ject 6 3 2 3
Sub ject 7 1 1 2 3
Sub ject 15 1 1 2 3
Sub ject 16 2 2 2 3
Sub jec t 17 2 2 2 3
Sub ject 18 2 3 2 3
Sub ject 19 2 2 4 3
Sub ject 20 2 3 3 A
Sub ject 21 2 2 1 3
Sub ject 22 1 1 2 3
Sub ject 23 1 1 2 1
Sub ject 24 4 4 4 A
Sub ject 25 2 1 2 3
Sub ject 26 1 1 2 3
Sub ject 27 3 3 4 <4
Total 37 38 52 57
Mean 1 .85 1.9 2.6 2.
Writing Achievement Growth .75 1
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TABLE TWO CONTROL GROUP
HOLISTIC EVALUATION
Pretest Posttest
Rater 1 and Rater 3 Rater 1 and Rater
Subject 8 3 3 3 4
Subject 9 2 2 2 3
Subject 10 1 1 3 2
Sub ject 11 2 2 3 3
Subject IE 3 2 4 3
Subject 13 4 4
Subject 1/+ 1 1 2 2
Sub j ec t E8 3 2 3 3
Subject 39 1 1 2 S
Subject 30 2 2 2 2
Subject 31 2 2 2 2
Subject 33 2 1 2 2
Subject 33 1 1 1 1
Subject 3^ 2 1 3 2
Subject 35 1 1 1 1
Sub j ec t 36 1 1 2 2
Subject 37 2 3 3 4
Subject 38 2 2 1 1
Subject 39 1 1 1 1
Subject ^0 2 1 2 1
Total 38 34 46 45
Mean 1.9 1.7 2.3 2.
Writing Achievement Growth .40 .!
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HOLISTIC EVALUATION
CONTROL
COMPARISON
GROUP
AVERAGES
PRETEST
U < POSTTES1
HOLISTIC EVALUATION COMPARISON AVERAGES
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
RATER ONE RATER TWO
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QUALITATIVE FINDINGS
The subjects that participated in this study are early
and fluent writers. The early writer understands that
speech can be written down. This writer is beginning to
realize that conventions control writing and that it can be
reread. The fluent writer has gradually gained control over
writing conventions and letter formations and is therefore
writing with ease.
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS
Subject l-Pretest
The subject wrote a fairy tale about cats becoming pets
for the royal family. The story has a beginning? middle?
and end with many high frequency words spelled correctly.
The subject is an early writer.
Sub jec t 1-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale with much more detail
about the characters and setting than the pretest. The
beginning? middle? and end is more developCed with a plot.
The subject is becoming a fluent writer.
Subject E-Pretest
The subject wrote a fairy tale about a princess who
liked gardening and dragons. The story has a very limited
beginning? middle? and end. The subject is an early writer.
Subject E-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale about a queen who ran
away and met a king. The subject describes the characters.
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The beginning? middle? and end is more developed than the
pretest.
Subject 3-Pretest
The subject did not write a fairy tale. The story is
about two girls having a discussion. The subject included a
title. The subject is an early writer.
Sub ject 3-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale about a prince being
turned into a frog by a witch. The frog turns back into a
prince and marries the princess. The story has a
beginning? middle? and end with a developed plot. The
subject uses quotation marks and other punctuation
correctly. The subject has moved into a fluent writer.
Subject ^-Pretest
The subject did not write a fairy tale. The subject
only wrote a sentence about a dog and a cat.
Sub ject ^-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale. The subject does not
have a developed beginning? middle? and end. The story is
difficult to understand. The subject is an early writer.
Sub ject 5-Pretest
The subject did not write a fairy tale. The story is
about a girl and a boy. The boy tries to hurt her. The
story does not have a beginning? middle? and end.
Sub ject 5-Posttest
The subject did not write a fairy tale. This story is
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about a trip to a summer camp. The subject wrote a story
with a beginning, middle, and end and included a title. The
subject is an early writer.
Subject 6-Pretest
The subject did not write a fairy tale. The story is
about a tooth fairy. The story is short with a beginning,
middle, and end. The subject is an early writer.
Sub ject 6-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale about a wolf and three
little pigs. The story has a well developed beginning,
middle, and end. The subject modeled his/her story after
The Three Little Pigs. The subject is becoming a fluent
wr i ter.
Subject 7-Pretest
The subject did not write a fairy tale. The subject
wrote a few sentences about a bear.
Subject 7-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale modeled after Goldilocks 
and the Three Bears. The story is about three dogs going on 
a walk and a cat coming into their home. The story has a 
beginning, middle, and end. The subject is an early writer.
CONTROL SUBJECTS
Sub jec t 8-Pretest
The subject wrote a fairy tale about princes going on a
walk and meeting a prince. They were married and lived
happily ever after. The subject wrote a very short story
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with very limited detail.
The subject is an early
Sub ject 8-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale very similar to the
pretest. The story has more detail about the characters and
setting- The subject is an early writer.
Subject 9-Pretest
The subject did not write a fairy tale- The story is
about rabbit who met a friend.
wr i ter.
Sub ject 9-Posttest
The subject did not write a fairy tale. The subject
wrote a story about a teenager using weapons to fight. The
story does not have a developed beginning, middle, and end.
Sub ject 10-Pretest
The subject wrote a very short fairy tale modeled after
The Three Little Pigs, The subject does not include a
beginning, middle, and end.
Sub ject 10-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale modeled after The Three
Little Pigs- The story has a beginning, middle, and end.
The subject includes a title- The subject is an early
wr i ter -
Sub ject 11-Pretest
The subject wrote a fairy tale about a princess who
could not find a dress to marry the prince in. She found a
dress and married the prince. The story is very short and
3^
does not include very much detail.
Sub ject 11-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale. The story has more
detail than the pretest describing the characters
adventures. The subject is an early writer.
Sub ject 1E-Pretest
The subject wrote a fairy tale. The story is about
girl who meets a man in the woods. The were married and
lived happily every after. The story has a very limited
beginning? middle? and end.
Sub ject lE-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale. The story is about a
princess who can turn into a swan. She meets a prince and
tells him that she will marry him. The story has a
beginning? middle? and end. The subject is an early writer.
Sub ject 13-Pretest
The subject wrote a fairy tale about a frog that turned
into a prince. The story has a developed beginning? middle?
and end. The subject is a fluent writer.
Sub ject 13-Posttest
The subject wrote a fairy tale. The story is about
five princesses who all got married together. The
characters are described in more detail than the pretest.
The story has a developed beginning? middle? and end.
Sub ject 1^+-Pretest
The subject does not write a fairy tale. The story is
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about a scarecrow with very limited detail. The story does
not have a beginning middle, and end.
Sub ject 14-Posttest
The subject does not write a fairy tale. The
about two ninjas. The subject is an early writer.
The writing samples from subjects one through
can be viewed in appendix B and C.
story is
fourteen
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
EARLY AND FLUENT WRITERS
PRETEST POSTTEST
j EARLY WRITERS
I
!' ,-o ” ................... .......... ............... "i
1^
S FLUENT WRITERS
5 I
8 !
° 6 1
CONTROL GROUP
EARLY AND FLUENT WRITERS
PRETEST POSTTEST
EARLY WRITERS 18
......................... i
18
FLUENT WRITERS E E S
I
These two charts show how all twenty subjects in the
experimental group displayed characteristics of early
writers on the pretest- Six of the subjects displayed
characteristics of fluent writers on the posttest. None of
the subjects in the control group moved from an early writer
to a fluent writer.
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
SUBJECTS WHO WROTE FAIRY TALES OR NOT
PRETEST POSTTEST
j FAIRY TALE
12
—----------------
13
NO FAIRY TALE 8 7
CONTROL GROUP
SUBJECTS WHO WROTE FAIRY TALES OR NOT
PRETEST POSTTEST
| FAtRV TALE 16
V
15
j NO FAIRY TALE 5
These two charts show how many subjects in the
experimental and control groups wrote fairy tales on the 
pretest and posttest. Twelve subjects wrote a fairy tale on 
the pretest and thirteen subjects wrote a fairy tale on the 
posttest in the experimental group. Sixteen subjects wrote
a fairy tale on the pretest and fifteen subjects wrote a
fairy tale on the posttest in the control group.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
Many educators are incorporating literature with daily
instructional activities- With writing being an important
part of the curriculum? this researcher completed this study
to determine if students’ writing performances can be
positively affected by a reading and writing program that
incorporates quality literature with analysis and writing
act i v i t i es.
Forty students from two intact second grade classrooms
participated in this study- One classroom of second grade
students was the control group and the other classroom of
second grade students was the experimental group. Both the
control and experimental groups received four twenty minute
lessons on characters, settings? plots? and how stories have
a beginning? middle? and end- Only the experimental group 
was given the opportunity to listen to fairy tales prior to
the writing lesson.
Two raters holistically evaluated all writing samples.
The raters scored the writing samples on a scale one through
four? one being the lowest score and four being the highest
score- Both the experimental and control groups
demonstrated growth in their writing? but the experimental 
group achieved a slightly higher writing achievement growth 
than the control group based on the mean scores given by
raters one and two. Rater one’s scores show that the
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experimental group gained .75 points and rater two’s scores 
show that the experimental group gained .95 points on the 
posttest. Rater one’s scores show that the control group 
gained .40 points and rater two’s scores show that the 
control group gained .55 on the posttest.
The overall results seem to suggest that a combination
of literature based instruction with traditional approaches 
to teaching writing is more powerful than traditional
instruction alone. The discussions about characters)
settings, plots, and how stories have a beginning, middle,
and end were very beneficial in helping the subjects write 
their fairy tale stories. The subjects learned what to
include in their stories and what they learned in the
discussions served as a basis for their writing.
Sharing the fairy tale stories with the experimental
group took the writing activity lessons one step further.
It gave the subjects a better understanding of the elements 
in a story, and provided them with new insights for writing 
stories. It helped the subjects see how authors describe
characters, settings, plots, and what takes place in the
beginning, middle, and end in a story.
Sharing the fairy tale stories was a wonderful way to
conclude the writing activity lessons. The subjects in the
experimental group seemed to enjoy listening to the fairy
tales and the discussions that followed. This researcher
only wishes she could have shared the fairy tale stories
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with the control group. It was difficult to teach the
writing activity lessons with the control group because this
researcher could not demonstrate with literature how authors
discuss characters? settings) plots) and how stories have a
beginning? middle? and end. One subject in the control
group stated it best ”1 wish I could look at some books to
help me with my story."
Sharing the fairy tale stories really did help the
subjects in the experimental group with their writing. All
of the subjects in the experimental group were early writers
at the beginning of this study. At the conclusion? fourteen
subjects were early writers. Six of the subjects
demonstrated skills of fluent writers. None of the subjects
in the control group moved from early to fluent writers.
The two control subjects that were fluent writers
demonstrated characteristics of fluent writers in both the
pretest and posttest.
This study seems to suggest that it is important to
incorporate literature with writing activities. The sample
size and some methodological issues prevent drawing any
specific conclusion. This researcher will continue to share
literature with students and incorporate literature with
writing and other instructional activities. Quality
literature has much to offer for students. It opens them up
to a new world full of discoveries.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This study and its results showed the importance of
sharing literature for a model for writing. Future studies
that investigate incorporating literature with instructional
activities could be beneficial to educators. The area of
phonemic awareness could be investigated. Second? do
children appreciate literature more when they are read to?
Finally? this study could be extended to the upper grades to
see if literature affects their writing.
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F^ROM F»R I IMC I «=*rf=kl_
Sk/iMtMtf Sckod
25 Dellwood Drive 
Fairborn, Ohio 45324
878-3969
May 30, 1995
To Whom It May Concern,
This is to confirm that Michelle Bushnell had permission to conduct 
writing activities with her second grade Chapter I reading students during 
the 1994-95 academic year. The writing samples were used for projects 
and assignments required by her graduate program at the University of 
Dayton.
Sincerely,
-
Jo^n Ackerman Fine 
Principal
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UIR ITI NG
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____ fae____hu £EL&L__ hAAa. 4c
pU rfa</___ OnA- Ac___kdnieA/jZ-__
ho u $£___ cfavan .- 4 nJ Zfa^e ft?-
ffln £ufa__tAe. zie/cft b*u££>-.
^S-a___ zLfag._K.cg AlA. ^l£-
u>erfa AKgvg, ard sq_lgL____
Icr Me in
-£kn.—chi n,—iSft he xa/J fag/
-------tdl /?< ,-ZTlJa // A/oUj
hgi/.^ rZotx/zi <Zd> Ag /A<y
Q/uA-Al -pn££AA
-JS. /i zxzA4e Qrtasjti js? itej&sil__________ _ ,
Aid fly /fro ?a AAs. &adi
MAU$ £ Tha Zn < Ga cA QtvL Qj£
•hr>cfa,,^ -T, Jt w p
j1 , - paJufo^faftwr.
7%<<e ^3/ C Spar 7<’+- iv “'''?
by b’< l^a«r C>|,/»t G^Cbst.
m
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______  V-H VAgftJ
'jour- _ dauSn, /iZ.__
hufPrd and he. p tidied q<Vi)-
\yi£fcc/ WtcJ _/JiZ house. bhu.kL
n<d k/ou; dott/s) Sa__ Ar jQakad
Q./ hhs ■Ch.many and e/dihed
iJA 4Ae and ~/hf
i_-.Jdile_ jgf.z/_____________ hnan Jhe
Cp d .and p.<d-£k .hadari h?o/ ^£—
5.
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Pretest
Exper imental Subject 7
Lhzrz___Was, own .. W . ham Ha_____
Lkt‘4__ f~Q play olMfz__________
. b^ArS-------------------------------------------------------------------------
ft£> Li&S ta 02^.__ fc-eams nurl_____________
OjzL__Hujy<___________________________
. (3 / >Jt JVV11 «/i I'A e fcUpjL .
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Post test
Experimental - Subject 7
ci>^6( ihne
3
»,' ?. ) . f . /
13 .
<^r-
A< \■ /('O' ••»
p v/ -ff ., r
: / L: A/#
.■'•): i! .
V_J
Once n n -Z/Tne +±0
£LL
VaJ La A S/nall
Okzp.—g/id£6^z
I h fin .a hjiLcn cgj$£. ClO---- S/i£—
wAel /ki j k£, Aoasg Q nJ w/tfifl-
LhO: ____WM^ fLLpe Den
02ll#la [Lae nan n^hL). flagTL%1
/2xy w/)ZV [^C
OuhiaLlOhn^. On Q2± 0/ tthnna £&j
uLhznl___ Lc nmke ^naLClkaLaQ
Jlq ^i£ fair oil ihfen cL £/^H I
5/?£ gal ca s/ig- £L£l fill—aL
o. Cog P&li C—thxl—She.
Uj& SAe Ziel___mn/m'frDfa-
4c C.olA Uj&i Aafry^ waC iW.
Mr 5Ae ffi-l lLoJJ- Up.
Lq ftr»/un.<--------------
-/tefi-4—nOMno! aiociO^
-----Am hibjt—Cajs Wa<
--------- Aie anmaJ^ &
----------BAf a Wak. %
------- OcUOxei yQzJtt, ft nA they.
—-------- 4b C'C^ Ogg. Oaot^
3
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APPENDIX C
CONTROL GROUP
UIR ITT NG
SAMPLES
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Pretest
Control - Subject 6
c. :< w sV‘; \C <S*«VOTs WW !O
i-. LW V ; ■
(We r\pno Cx -brne ~i~ke£^. 
I i vftA ex_ nrinses.nt
/*
I!.'
i!
) R>G.y Rod c\
w5T
JWrar*r>6> *<;•
(p.r hrxmp.
^ke 1 iveA ifA O
Wi-Rj CWIe.. Qp>p. dcxy.
ms -kyWiQo morhih^ WoJk
SRe fifxXAf C\ KafiSftmft prinse 
<on his Ropsp. hy. ftd ( 
1 ksiApj-f- ske Reni 0.11
■ ■ ---------------------------------------------------------------j .
4o La mcxiry&L 4W prinsa TrntirJi' 
4-0. Mp. ^oAA vnll ymx rrWyrW
T wilk 
Posttest
Control - Subject 8
V
"T 1 \
. Onese
r f 1 fW mfi) nu I
O QcA CX 4‘in-^f Ob prices
czvOncd lAk \ l ive A' HA Cx RiA,l’4fJ
C£\d W V/i\V ckVivcr o-fiA
(\ Vov^F PfJI msktpnv' Lf>r ■
rfw-a?AQ
. 'J
w\lk. WkeiA Skc. v<>\S \r\1o
Cx \NlC-k ! 5sVp VMCVS lolzJe loPCOn-
Tke Wick fcwls a spek ny\ Rell«
QUkklv VnlU C) Pfi
______
-----------------------------------j
pvipce Cnme.s Cxlnnn and
wL
p^r>4____ <ne<xr ■» Ard -Key
' 1 CxfleV.
2.
n
, «*:/« 1 ►>. £i*'j
1 * **• '< r<,A
« • ••' •* «M . ,
Sees__ Hgl\ \n VVe, ^maAovJ \ia RftV
-Jflc.. Ops \p>VV>a ccx<3-le vj;4-k Rb
JclPi£)kites pp-HV.iSkah, -Hp QOS
W kisses k»A' Cx\aA ~avoVs We
Nw\ APa-v 1 ivrvl 'vxrrulvftY'
kr
kne. 
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Pretest
Control - Subject 9
V /■ / Z/ai/ Wit a—(' / Q, ,7p vv/o ' Z/k iLt2 Cl
{££ Z?-<)>lk/< Ar3.?v4-/?
?a/S rfr; Vv/ArW /12
ti&zL A f I*/ /><?< /w/*?- bL—
/lux. He aW,/'/ A? c o^d/LpLl^—
le M ;n/y
/9x?rA Ihejd/iey.
o Stoma. /An (I -Fbe/) V7ry v-z/irz? i. io. 
nu^-g. LL ' -
in^Lam± dLull
fa
V
./
/nA
ri
T7>^/7 //y -Z6rz? ...
tmmA around, we Koch.
,.vQ  ^n /z)y wM/ZiZA:
/JW/Q 1------------------
Posttest
Control - Subject 9
OrWfe)
A
•,v
Y *S . . ' /•«-••" y ; - •*’ •
$ nSL-/
m f: A'5/36^
wm G Lr&ftt wZn cpj-
^hnL LoliiCLiliZ_ /prn ■ Aim -//> Jj^jL
JJLJGU&LsfajULL LLIJgL SDLLH2QJ2Q Urxh
‘—fafa QJiWL U&L JlQULLLlGC QJlL£
—(ufiato shufaj & zM
'liLdhc sJjujz&n ZZa/ y/W’^nn^.
- j (,kA/(‘ 1 A° &d-
-iJDd n)e . Wz/jens tfe tfcl
a ouncpdi
lu£& h£—ihn<± in£ cdti£L
Aal U±£u /v /-................. |Z ...
L_M Ukd iv/,h AnJ
j k? /htft £ mU q dum LtZk L
Jill KkL Lben a rohf/'ill. q up ££.:__di LULL.
msc w ,6oy kicked.
*C /UKe r$inc, ___
ezn M, ran, /aw / /A di
J]££/he k/3' ^Zh^n/ 7o n n;hf/7
J/ntiftun L Ok \knn LV£tyJ mill
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Pretest
Control ~ Subject 10
_ ' - .. I, ' ■-«7-. -.'- ■ ~
-O/vx_Uj>^nap/tu. 'Ln- c. Ldu
\t±nh^ Lyj^ z/i/i akL Ih2ol^___
qajcL tkz L2lq hfl</ p/^g //vr 1^
./’/> Q__ jALQ±y_h Q f/1 s (L i Aft__
thccg pjjp tuuL ty2 dj2^S^. U2£A 
.//)£_ pig. _ C-An.£ef/ / A e \,/ c /
=±r--------------------------------------
H.
Posttest
Control - Subject 10
.-■ •••••<' * ’’ •**/■•**. .
• 1 <a '
i
• - A .-A \ ,-*}_>ts
r/)L qJLLl^JZ LuLQ
CcjjJ_jr />3i / WdS fig A <fz
rr'ni 6 Ai«-^ 7\; 1 fly Z0/7 w a < < g CQnA
Sunr/y M, / i±j_q£ 7lQ2 Ll&l
gp-
LknJl
A^rf .v/erc1—M.Egg p±q£. _ / ✓ h , ------- —
1 g was. gu rA/ Jn» /■> Ej3SiAw ~/~V n ?./f7X,
jSSn lLAoZSLl.rh p rr e j 1io M/eX^y AXX \
7<n /o 6///pz//»z TnH^£. aHi- —L^use—tLnLi^
0
ra/v7p.
H EZS^d
nlA; i/oi^r
jui <o<v/fcw'ttf hoatGp flfcl
bft. £.kf±6 Z zn^QitoqJzi-Zi/ ^c/ aJjf. house
»&} of hfr£&_^lh_3± 1^j£±^0lL t
. -.------------- . I' -
H—I—l~^2 Cl— £c. / / /.o -4/ul
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Pretest 
F Control 
C
- Sub ject 11
j/Zg/r, hdrl *1
Her.—. name  tiden.
rude Tofcr Qs^oL
-jcaui-----up—ard-dddad- m--------------- y  «y-«- kum „?r/W. 'HVW u
/--.—Cd—oZ-ay,. HiChuo^_ uxy?/ X? aQ to
dy^dd.----cuaj. dd----da---- uj^U sryr'.m/sr
____ I Lie___ .fcuica. She adAd -£d a
drCJj. BejC il>£. gLA. £jajJ. drr.if.. 5k?
/ *iVcd -fhc/ az*/ ^/je QzL
—<22££121&
b',m. Ai\ "Ancy \ \V blpiplp__ gi/gr’
ddlda------  —------—
Posttest
Control - Subject 11
p<<rpgS£ Qn<^ />* r----na^. .hw<L:
sZc yrxacxu d C\nd ■
___ hfz\__ -SAr_______dtd ord <sAr grit
Cfihz 71^7 nnz»e Aflmr
^nnfc.
.and nm.u bdf' ..uiCrtL. -aL—dL2JL.
-4
to nurtrC____ outo__ /TfrxjZZ. Haesu---- Zip//i flov4
1-iiVfr col ouxtej uJishazi------auL.
umjaL __ haunter___ od—htz_ cm._ aZ &zL a£
de.—</XjAA—is/klZ Z/'fm pd -6aCI
?y LuJCU Ltoftli
3E U±
KcL
w-
r.Oi/ax-. hi Vi
of??-./' rA
X2jUZX1
Z<A drt-rd rtf I
V -once Jb&
z
xictl----i . noi1
k.
. <»«£.
c6<71
".)! IUnA So kr__ Xz^,----- Id hi .-S 5
\?
_4aZ__ /her,__ hlc___ hud—<h*/i d daac oat
Jj2£___tulwlf S hlad cd /4 d ti
JL—am---ad d ad. gr4c V/ny <4
h?»
-fid. _______ _____*-------------
__ Ibzip idC d-^d___ Ztjv^s araj
M/lft'l Z/hf did ad dd dfplp
65 ewer «ttr. 2
Pretest
Control Sub jec t 12
vs/nnV-i. f)r\P Q&J V(YY>ViaV<1S
-IQ A£
-ft
-ona.-Xr> $£&!_&
min. \V ft/A^MttnVke -her
Vif ^2 AfflfrirzmSkcx K<ir>>
VU WeA VPC-9he rxtS Viitn lo
morvy V>er..Vr asV, V^r\o mxYQ/
Yv pvV i v edhapp^ewtr ok kt - v
Posttest
Control - Subject 12
♦v..; ;i ...1‘ i
^ijb•• .... . •- • "•• r* i.zfs.
jQftce m
ton a VuTu»- A-\v-rr Kvv'Aa
princess- S\^ ~\we. ex
CAsUe, \~\cr oc.o^e. wa>c ^G -S^ah
-pCLr£essSV>t vzovAX Tailing e.very — » )\ZA__
khe- 06nS^ cavnc back. RuV
pv-^l \rAo kx Sy/oJV WAs Jv
.5n<t \A/OS> <-Q
v. WO
W(\ ~v^J
™ J—  » » Ji -k.w >--------------* MU » .
□TVe wO'S -£rC)(n
V>ev Admirer ske SOtr Q______
V><Kf\flfip<y>q ocicsse m cv Vw'-se,
SVfc. im.Aown Vo mte I Vvc.r.T n>m
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------------ One--------------— —. .. . .~,
-£gV^y xyoJA noV ItWK
—..'---J__ vy
Se.e Wmt\»V\
s
£.VXC\<
<5 WCXS>
~ VfiJy VnCxn.
\>Srr X-^oArtsC-r'
V^\xx\ <\vA \aq o^<e\ Ar <Ar\e \vc
rotos-oy ’VxvfrA CXfA cA\A&!& .yes
Pretest
Control — Subject 13
\\V.CQ, n)h
w.cc mbodxs was___k
Vpftj VhfL.
uvy.
7Vci(\ \\C-SRlP'S, W
,c, XY\yr>P. \k)OS
VoapAA^. WXS i\re.vr\ vvrrh
Am s, \ hc,r\ . o , lkjo.s 2c\ —1—v x k~* 1—v~"V—Ml ~,W¥><
V\\nA \\mqA___ \f\. „
e.pr njjik t&QdjzJieL
/imp riAia& Qniijdbi^
r.M
I
E± o<k\j M ur APJ W63___qllL |
Q" \W-muy Vr.tw f.hc. cfthfcr.
Yvr/iuikwa oy\ A KoA-hli.tr, o,<vL
lx.
^lLQx-^A (R\ph(j NoAu, \1<~A >ft V\\P. -?nfl£. 
4- W b .T V\v y<An f fess u/ttA-h
lk< vafA \o. ontV c^cavp___ Mci.Pr&ks------
mA YKr.V»tA>Uc ex \\ug__ grvk Yixssx to —
tPclock Coi/.p+ngjf Lofcnl- fo ApA unUltm.
A Ao Po^, i.Crtuf-Pno^ iyA- n^A aA~ CVqp._
nrA Aoc g\4A lUfJL
Ano rrx?.V U s^U
A VlCt'M—llAltl—muc?—-S-^irsj—nn 4bc V>r zc/r
aAitcW k«w.—Vbk___c-oaVV-PhaI c-L
LV \ Wm—sVp <nc\ AW fy,
A <>Q tXULii. 2'cUkl!----- OAV, V(
■A1-"' T\-r—<n vhf.cr,?, SniJ “n,V,
“5-
V OVA ft
-SOLLU
—^|rn »pU Air'ilC An mu, ii.U.,
■Out AunrinQ (Y-' ^q\(V bg.cn-arp T Qrn
£QM A A fkn/, T be pr',nc<?.c,fl saiA^OV
^vt\»Aft.Wu 'Top ■Vu.rtxoA 'urAo__ q______
pc ihro. , Wv. W>.(\ VAnufA Vfx\r.Vibou/n
euvj cA yjq/a J CP U,in
.Al \\
A f.W'AgpV
4n«n nrifl JftPn—Coiu-___
Qo\ PtYXro^___ocA_ KA -Pour <b'/Jrc/J -/h;. End//
_____________________________________________________
6?
jsttest 
mtrol - Subject 13
-K V
\ -
*5-- 5 "
r A> A?
■V »■
K‘
■\.
®^s'; $fe
u v ‘ _ k / y. <L /1/
•»v v
w/;
W
\’
b 
b\
P-A5
w>
R R v
* -sf, I
a ty
JA M 
I bi;
b
.»I -I
v-.i-
1 ' i j i ;' i ’
« V\/rv< £Vi^eA a
i*A\ P <^r O'infVi^S,:AV.fr z.AfflPS xKteffa-----------
/iit Vif.<»\ 1 ,Y A v ;<3d rn .T < v-shri (\ba\XA<*VA\yk\\^TEVii/ Qtj*/-
V\r »r PfiVYif’Z' hAA^n Ef.c< tin VAftXVcl-----
»dkt? Jw^PaXxa j\vacL r. --------
r J <V\ ASr\(° Ann C rw X/yjjKrtf jgn n.Tib'Jyx .A rvk
hnW.Aa \n \\v> ukw-As. N«x n\<A <x-------------------
ft \ lClt* ,A\ VAWn \d^e aV C ir^l 
i<yA>7W<M CiiAA. dx\ Wo. n« jfdmnfl aft
jLflC__ tacuA Am A (,A ,a \n/», uMVv \h,<r.
Ae. qu.jA—Vcveif—coiALfi tkc V.bOi.V.^d an
Av- cxbf . TlAf__ ffiW^r f.ntiv__An \V.c
tVr>o«-. \\tt SflxA___Vn .Vmn VV\A Vie. u.wi<
<U\.£UJQ Yb^h Vh Ai.nKVc.fA n. \ ta
<kr tnf> A An___ Ijp.wr ^Kron jumper nn__ A/iC-fy____
./.uurvY l-g hrJ.Tyrn AY>p. wx^4__nuaffling—
VkOiWa °,tn .Lfcu__X unifA H\e <4af g
2lDilin Ihe.__ rand, lAJl.cn Acj__ ^<A Wer.p
<y\A___ tx__ \jutj___ iturtual,__ £>re.\___ CkQ----
*3 vli-oA yurtiTVfrij uiA.iA.
; w.i.cAci\ ~V\A(*n uip.nA AolzA
V_/ -
££ vnatn a nA A<»A £_lLuj_jmatij—
fn.YVu rtvn<w <-.zviA fin__ atA V.f Amr! sa*/
+£i oVIpt ij'Mjj/W T'4 ,9' ijou,
fMflfJ- km'smj Il'C__ rrwi flnfi
cbHut'.fofoen__ Lh£ a£xl Auj___ f/sAh__ bflgS..
uux.__ Lu___jtifc___r.A-lf.. TV ujoj_ ihe^-^uiLe-
3.
;Rb>
.LjfiK.. Ji© \
-L'i Sa——zjfefly—all uull£__
lh&y c£A uitte geHjnj nrtZGf<>J, T/ny
"u wn/<fc)flhfl tm^.aY
-ty£tz—flttl—/init. ^.c,~
-Aour ckJdjLcxa Tu
AkL
.D^
L'/eJ
&£t£ a£jei'.
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Pretest 
Contro 1 - Sub iec t 1 *+
Ones 4k s
■ *y •
L& uQ ih*I ITv' —Z—£—*•- w i ihrfw <— w, >« y W< Il !■«.—«*■ « . ■
jaiyJ/n <& blaLdt2]qiAi-~ L A^n 7-A?/
J7y>/4-J-yP Anazgzzniz A^y?/?ztZ ?S9 
]ADuJd See. bhL Tjj^a ha.
QQaae.
It^ bms£ he. iucZal: £l£lI_ §£i. h&
hqj&d Lke haUse—hji gamy. y&z
knaw Og hnAy W£l£ b£. .6.
<1 A?
I.
Posttest
Control - Subject 1A
pi^r Lw< a ttioju LotecL—uxJi
'-------------tOgjpdilja^-A fc<d t/nz?s—aid__ ahaal
Uto HL& __ /f be__ cmU_ tk__ O_
Ihrtjri- W —Sktocf
thi're I oltl be J^aL. t he .hoy.
T~ha ted._ yezn Abut—puL-
ik.A SnziA arid dnusfli /4-h'S___s /»/~ c&___ n —LeUs—Qei
Jtn___ hbre££. Tfrfifl___Hz£___ War-------
EezaflU 4-kp, npvt rti^< The—hiW
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___Lh/?,aS___W2ZJ
------In A hud
e-------cety------- b HgkL
h/£ik 4-h<*. a^un^,
Jji£ tufljg P>tJbnr/)/ fhi*
. Cxad n > E£., The. vvza.r hr?s
&A&L rvuv/
44i<° Hrv /ft a
T/ft fc jQizi 1/1 .<
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